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RE-CIRCULATING AIR
DRYER
The air dr yer is especially used in the
industries to dr y out the extra
moisture and water from the final
end product. They are sometimes
even used during the process to
remove excess moisture and dr y out
the substance. We are the leading
manufacturer of re-circulating air
dr yer for your industr y. They are
made in sync with the standards
accepted in the industries and are
even customized as per clients need.
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ACID FUME EXTRACTION
SYSTEM
The
process
of
scrubbing,
galvanizing, etc. produces fumes that
need to be extracted from the plant.
We provide a wide range of acid
fume extraction system to reduce the
risk of releasing the harmful gas into
the atmosphere. These systems have
a water spray that is continuously
sprayed on the gas to make the
water soluble and prevent it from
getting mixed with the atmosphere.
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STORAGE TANKS FOR
INDUSTRIAL USES
The industries that manufacture
liquid and free flowing materials
need special storage tanks to
ef fective store the substance. We
present various kinds of storage
tanks for industrial usage. The
storage tanks come in dif ferent
shape and size depending on the
quantity of material that is to be
stored. The material of the tank is
selected based on the type of
substance to be preser ved.
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TRANSMISSION LINE
TOWER PLANT
The transmission line tower needs to
be of high quality to ensure great
functionality even in temperature
changes. This stability is obtained
through the zinc layer that is done on
the entire sur face. We have great
exper tise in the transmission line
tower plant manufacturing that is
used in many galvanizing plants.
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POWDER COATING PLANT
The powder coating plant is used in
various industries to coat the
substance with a uniform layer of
substance. We manufacture the
plants from best grade raw materials
and are fabricated using latest
technology. The powder coating plant
we of fer are appreciated in the
market for its durability, efficiency
and durable per formance.
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Pickling Tank
Polypropylene Tanks
Pickling Tanks
Flux Cleaning System
Flux Heating System
Chemical Storage Tanks
Effluent Treatment Tank
Degreasing Tank
Pre Treatment Tank
7 Tank Treatment Plant
Copper / Brass Plating Plant
Coil Pickling Plant
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REACH US
Address : 198, Chacharavadi Vasna
Village,
Sarkhej Bavla Road, Changodar,
Ahmedabad – 382 213, Gujarat, INDIA
Mobile :
Mail :

+91 7069078141
Info@galvanizingplantmanufacturer.com
info@arvindcorrotech.com
marketing@arvindcorrotech.com
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